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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, much interest has been paid to the exact
ly solvable in the rotating wave approximation (RWA) the Jaynes-
Cummings model (J-G) ) of a two-level atom interacting with a 

2 — 10 single mode of the quantized fiel'd radiation ). An infinite 
sequence of quantum collapses and revivals of Rabi oscillations 

2 3 
in the model have been revealed by Eberly et al •-') and Knight 
and Radmore )• Singh ) has studied photon statistical properti
es of the system. Possible exactly solvable generalizations of 
this model consist for example in taking into account multipho-
ton transition's as well as in considering an intensity dependent 
atom-mode coupling v ). 

Another form of generalization of the t^-C model deal3 
with adding other levels. The first in the hierarchy of genera
lized models, leading to qualitative differences connected with 
the existence of two branches of the Rabi frequency comparing 
to the <J-C model, is a three-level atom two-mode system. 
Such a system with one-photon transitions between the atomic 
levels has been studied by Lf et al. ' ) and Bogolubov,Jr. 
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et al. •* ' ) . The former • ) have presented the explicit ex
pression of the evolution operator in the interaction picture 
and then they have found the mean statistical values of the 
level populations. Bogolubov,Jr*»et al. J ) have given the 
rigorous examination of the dynamical behaviour of the level 
populations and photon numbers in the Heisenberg picture. Mul-
tiphoton transitions in such a system have been considered as 

1R 1*4 17 1Я 
well ). Moreover, in the papers ?» '» ) statistical proper
ties of the photons interacting with the three-level atom have 
been investigated. 



An excellent review of the dynamical theory of J - С -
type models has recently been given by Yoo and Eberly ). 

It has also appeared possible to obtain the rigorous ope
rator solutions for an N -level atom the ty-th level of which 
is coupled with the rest lower levels by N -1 modes of the 
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radiation field )• Recently, Kotchetov ) has solved the 
problem of energy spectrum of an N -level atom in the case 
when its lower level is coupled with close to each other N -1 
rest levels by a single near-resonant mode. 

In the present paper we would like to obtain information 
about photon statistics in the case of the |\|-level atom im
mersed in a lossless cavity and interacting with the f\j -1 re
sonant modes (fig.1). Although, aa previous calculatione show-20 21 ed ' ), such a model leads rather to quantitative differences 
only comparing to the three-level atom in the lambda configu
ration, the general solution for arbitrary N is interest
ing in its own right. First of all, this solution embraces 
those for the two-level one-mode system and for the three-

• level two-mode lambada system with two one-photon resonances. 

Pig. 1. Level structure 
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This three-level atom being initially on its lower level per
mits to study cross correlations between photons of the pump
ing and signal mode. The atom under consieration enables us 
to study intermodal correlations of two signal modes and to 
estimate the effect of the level number on the magnitude of 
the photon correlations. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
chapters 2 and 3 the model Hamiltonian and the necessary pre-

21 
vious results ) are given. In the next chapter we find gene
ral expressions for the photon-number statistical momenta and 
correlations using the time-independent photon-number distri
bution function. In chapter 5 we present another possible so
lution to the problem of photon statistics in the system un
der consideration by finding the characteristic and time-depen 
dent photon-number distribution functions. Finally, in section 
6, the time behaviour of the normally ordered variances of the 
photon numbers and the cross correlations between signal modes 
are calculated. 

2. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND OPERATOR SOLUTIONS 

The M -level atomic model considered here is shown in 
fig.1. The upper level N is coupled with the other M - 1 
levels by one-photon dlpole transitions whereas the mutual 
transitions between these lower levels are forbidden. 

The Hamiltonian of the system in RWA is 

al'i i M - < = , K ' 

л 

The operator кЦ represents the population of the level 
Л with the energy A&J_. and the state vector /£S . The 
operator &£% - UXf] • * J J > describes the transition 
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of the atom from the level 1 to the level 4. . The opera
tors 

&ij t /", A > If..., t°J , are generators of the 
unitary group SU(N) and obey the rules 

*ijit=4 s.k , <CR4> 4.7 -- 4 ^ -iyfu. ( 2 ) 

Moreover, the following conservation law is satisfied: 

A A 

The photon creation Q. and annihilation &. operators, 
d = 1 N -11 describe y\/ -1 modes of the radiation field 
with resonant frequencies O . = ^rtu ~ ^fij » a n <* ~̂/ a r e 

the corresponding atom-mode coupling constants. The above ope
rators satisfy the commutation relation 

с 4 , fy] = 4^ . (4) 
The photon number operator for the mode oC we denote 

A * Л Л 

by 71, ,. ft, в CLJ Q. . Then, the photon-number statistical 
moments and the correlations between the modes are defined 

• * к л к л I , . , 
by 4/L and П "И- ( К , L -arbitrary integers), res
pectively. 

One can easily check that the following excitation num-
ber operators Ж , Ж . / « ( £ ) - R l i ) , of-1 

et- ** «6 oc^ 

N - 1, commute with the Hamiltonian (1) (also with each 
other). They are therefore constants of motion 

where the upper symbol ' 0 following the operators denotes 
that they are taken at Z. • 0. 

In the previous paper ) the operatore >€*,.,/V,) and ti (£•) 
have been found explicitly and rigorously. They read 
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ijt)*-2JA &ы* ж at *&*•*& + A* т>т + ijL , ( 6 , 

"* P> - ' A^u *** £ Sit ' Л * / и "^ " -& ?(t) * ъ°и

 ( ? ) 

where the operator г (i) i s 

?(f) = -l2jtsin*At f/isi-yitll-t • (8) 

Moreo^rsr, with respect to the conservation law (3) 

kNN(i)--£?i>m t z°NN . ( 9 ) 

л и * >» 
The amplitude operators ^ , /•*? , ̂  and /3, are de

fined by the initial conditions and have the form 

/I = A-*z1'si*i0 - л* /* ^ Л * - " ^ r 7 *••"/» *L« - ^ л ^ ; . 
A 

The ii, are operators of the one-photon Rabi frequency, and 

5 (11) 

whereas 

is the operator of the effective Rabi frequency. 
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The symmetric operators ~ГА « Tr\ (<< t /i ) describe 
two-photon transitions between levels aC and /Ъ through le
vel N • Their form is 

%•%*?%* kr%%. • <•» 
Assuming arbitrary N -1 of the coupling constants equal 

to zero, we get o ^ = /3^ • 0 and obtain the solution for the 
Ч-С model first found by Ackerhalt23). In turn, on taking 
only one arbitrary pair of the coupling constants to be diffe
rent from вего, we get the solutions for a three-level atom in 
the lambda configuration at one-photon resonance between lo-
wer levels and the upper one J), 

The operator solutions permit the direct construction of 
arbitrary correlation functions and to study the coherent pro
perties of the model. 

3. ИЕЛИ QUANTUM VALUES OP THE OPERATORS 

Let us assume that at the initial moment •£ = 0 the atom 
A n 

is on a level i, and hence the density operator or cor
responding to this state is 

. §1 = /<><*' I • (14) 
The field is initially in some state described by the 

density operator p . The weight factor r ( i^f} ) rep
resenting an initial photon-number distribution is in general 

? ( I V > = < W i l § ' I {ЪгЪ > (15) 
where by {ft*} one should understand the set of the arguments: 
1**1 -** *„.< and |{11Г}>- l<n£ . . . Jtl w_ f> . 

Since we assume all modes of the radiation field initial
ly uncorrelated we additionally have 
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?П* /Л = ffz ^ ) •> (16) 
where /* /Vi,") represents an initial distribution, of the 
photon number in the mode oL . 

л 0 A total density operator C> for the atom-field system 
is A a A Q *0 

У - f- • л • 
The operators ^.^ (i)and Ц (£) and hence the operators 

J.1. and _Q are diagonal in the representation of the 
basis states /i , {/n.fi\ .Their expectation values in 
these states are 

3 MJ^^ijH. ̂ ^ Щ ^ . s : n p i ) K d t i i j 

(18) 

--^-C' * **(1>Ы.±) (19) 
-Яг = -Я, <^ " v ^ - ^ ^ + ' - <£.0" A ( 2 0 ) 

^ = Sl(<!,{«ri) = [Z.' tify + l-fa)]'* ( 2 1 ) 

and additionally 
г 

£» U'J*fht)=~rsl**Mt tcoSSLt S„t . ( 2 2 ) 

Prom (18) and (20) it is obvious that the level populations 
of the atom being initially on a level l фЫ can start to 
oscillate only in the presence of the photons in the 4. -th 
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mode at ~t = 0 , i.e.,at /M. f 0. In the opposite case £}.• = 0 
and £• (i {^ti j^)= 4 f o r ""У t w n a t suggests that 
the atom would remain on the level .£. . 

4. PHOTON-NUMBER STATISTICAL MOMENTS AND CORRELATIONS 

The photon-number statistical moments and the correla
tions between the modes are by definition 

where the brackets <C S stand for the expectation values oalcu 
lated as previously in the state /•£• } {^fi^ • "*e t:*-me 4 е _ 

pendence of the photon number operator /fa (f) is rather com
plicated. Hence, it is cumbersome to calculate immediately the 
mean quantum value of its к -th power and so much the worse to 
calculate the mean quantum values of the products of the k -th 

. A , л 
and /f -th powers of the operators TL (r ) and /Ц ( r ) . One 
can overcome these difficulties using the relation (5) and the 
fact that й£ ft) ~ £MC*) -1 4- #0 #/p(f)-° 
for ob f fi, . Then 1 5) 

ы */ь 
\Kl [ (Ms 4f - / / / J RM (i) . («) 



L 

(28) 

On substitution of (25) and (26) into (23) and (24), res 
pectively one simply finds 

fWyJ (27) 

W (2 
<• ы-^ У т к л "0 L- c^-fati ^ ('<•> ^ * ) + 

Thus the time dependence of eqs.(2Y) and (28) is given by the 
first powers of \- (^/Й/^/ап^ t^ i e letter is represented by 
eq.(18). Note that the relation (27) for к = 1 could directly 
be obtained from (19)-

5. TIME DEPENDENT PHOTON-DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

In the statistical averages (27) and (28) the time de
pendence is included in the expectation values of the level po
pulation operators. One can also calculate the photon-number 
statistical moments and the correlations between the modes 
from the following definitions: 

<r*nf(o>=z va-nti,*)** , (̂ ) 
/"/J 

where now the time dependence is included in the time-dependent 
photon-number distribution function i({'Rt-j)£~) . It is our 
aim to find in this chapter the form of 7* f {llf-l.t) • Moreo-
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ver, we are going to show that contrary to the relation (16) 
the time-dependent photon-number distribution function does 
not factorize, i.e. that 

for l ̂  0, what in another manner implies the appearance of cor
relations between the modes because of the interaction with the 
atom. 

Let us introduce the following operators 
U-1 

(32) 

(33) 

where, for instance, X . <5/ = % ( fe > 0 0) and 
'X^J^)- X (0,0,..., fe ). The characteristic functions 
corresponding to the above operators are, respectively ) 

*J& - < i ^ ) > *T+ij&e°- ( 3 5 ) 

In turn, these functions are related with the photon-num
ber distribution functions г ( H1»*} , t ) and г (i»^ , t ) 
by the relatione 

% (IW)' Z «P 0 £ ^ ) P С 1 *' 1 '* ) ' С36, 

X. (fe)= SL exp (^Чс) 'Pt(^,*) • от) 
"4» 

With respect to the relati— (5) and already mentioned equali-
ties: £ 2 (*)'4^0, ^JWJl^fi^O for <**,* , fro» 
the definitions (32) and (33) we find 
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x (*w)- *>?(1Ь кА) {i+Zw^y-vLm} N-1 * . "-1 

z 
U=^-"••<• л-* • - (38) 

^^)=ехГ^^){4 + Ге,р(^)-^^^]. ( 3 9 ) 

Substituting the expressions (38) and (39) into the definitions 
(34) and (35) and using the density operator (17) together with 
(14) and (15)t we arrive at w.y 

%({kt}) = r 14{"«,})ехрр£ $*(**-&)] U+ 

«<=< (40) 

Ъ ф - г nwJ)exPr^^-«£.)jf4 + 

where the quantity й л ( ̂  , {я/Jjt ) is given by (18). 
Comparing (40) with (36) and (41) with (37), respectively 

we finally find the time-dependent photon-number distribution 
functions г ( (ttf) , t ) and г, ( тл , t ). Witli respect to 
the conservation law (3) the first of them is 

H-1 

yv 

(42) 

where we have used the fact that dy. * 0 foro^-N since V' 
does not reach /V . 
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The latter function has the form 

(43) 

where the colon to the si^n of summation dei>otes excluding 
the summation over 71, • The symbol {^-f ~* °>i ~ &тл \ o n e 

should read as ^ + SAi - S u , . . • , 'П N . ^ ^ N., ; ' c ^ . ^ • 

It ia easy to see Ггот (42) and (43) that for ~t > 0 the 
relation (31) is really fulfiled. 

With the aid of the time-dependent photon-number distri
butions (43) and (42), from the definition (29) one can get the 
statistical moments (27) whereas from (30) at (43) one can get 
eq.(28) describing the cross correlations between the modes. 

It is also possible to calculate the statistical moments 
к , Уsjl (i:)\ °f the photon numbers in the modes and their 

correlations / /ft (fc) /)J ft) \ using the charact'.'jiistic 
functions (40) and (41). Then, by the definition ^) 

Л 

•r ^ z " w > W (44) 
.**„х"*/хчЧ Г ЪиЛ 

and after some algebra we can once more arrive at the expres
sions (27) and (28). 
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6. NORMALLY ORDERED VARIANCES AND CORRELATIONS OP THE SIGNAL 
MODES 

From eq.(27) one simply finds the normally ordered varian
ce y, ( с ) of the photon number in an arbitrary mode 

where for brevity we introduced 

In turn, from eqs.. (27) and (28) the magnitude of the cross 
correlations » O A ("̂  J between the two modes об and /3 is 

% (0= <<** (t)mA (t)> - <<пл ЮХ^ЮУ -

where /ft is obviously given from (47) if we replace oi byЛ . 

The quantity (46) is proportional to the excess of coinci
dence counting rates to be .aasured in a Hanburry Brown and 
Twiss-type experiment '• ). The sign (+) or (-) of • V. (t) 
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shows the photon statistics of the mode ia super- or sub-Pois-
sonian and indicates whether photon bunching or antibunching 
occurs '"•* ), respectively. The quantity V,- rt) is measured 
in a HBT-type experiment with two different light beams * ). 
If the V-д (t) is negative we speak about photon anticorrelation 

By the pumping mode we obviously understand that one which 
transits the atom from an initial level l fi N to the level Д/ 
(fcrthis mode d = I ) . The rest of modes (c*-£t ) we call the 
signal modes. Йоге, wo are interested in the photon statistics 
and the correlations of the signal modes. Hence we must put in 
eq.(46) О . = 0 and to do the same in eq3.(18) and '20). Since, 
moreover, we asisuine t- Ф N . therefore о • = 0 too. Then, from 
eqs. (18)-(21) we get 

• H-[ Z ffi^^~ % \ . (50) 
The form of /2 (£ {l/JjO i s readily given from (49) by 
replacing U -» ft, 

The magnitude of the Rabi frequency Л Increases while 
that of the quantity (49) decreases as the number of levels 
increases. 

Let us further assume for simplicity that only the pump
ing mode с and the two signal modes under consideration cA. 

and Л are initially excited and we put 0ьл - ... a — q. 

Then 

Note that now N must be > 4. 
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On substitution of (51) into (46) and (48) 

Replacing o(-*A we obtain the variance of the photon num
ber in the mode /3 . 

* I ' I 4 I I « H 

y ГГ ^г 5 m •f-yN-.Z-»'»̂ *,-"1!»-

-Лб[ 51 Рг 6», ) P„ («O ? (m£ fo + t W . x 

А у м Ж . 1, {ft у . _, 

?he above formulas can be studied numerically. But we can still 
simplify them, assumminf both signal model initially in the 
vacuum. Then 

In this case from (52) and (27) we arrive at the parti
cularly simple result! 
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The non-delayed coincidence counting rate 

because of one-photon transition at every atomic jump-
Prom eq. (53) we find 

M+>- v,ro 0 . 

(56) 

(57) 

The equality of theae quantities takes place since we 
assummed Cta = ^ / j . 

The result (55) or (56) implies that the signal modes 
generated from the initial vacuum by arbitrary light pumping 
has sub-^pissonian photon statistics and, hence, exhibit photon 
antibunching for all times t>0. The photons of the signal modes 
manifest moreover anticorrelation for all times (57). The 
quantities (55) and (57) will obviously show a sequence of 
collapse and revivals at coherent pumping. Exactly speaking, 

0 10 20 30 ДО gt 50 

Fig. 2. Temporal behaviour of the V, (*) in the signal mode 
produced from the vacuum at coherent pumping: H=4, 
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10 20 30 ДО 5Qgt 

-^Щ11^—лШ 

Pig. 3. Time dependence of the ̂ ( t ) in the signal mode 
produced from the vacuum at coherent pumping: N=10, 

we deal with two kinds of collapaes and revivals with different 
решив and maxima what is related to the existence of two 
branches of the Rabi frequency: £l and ZCl l 6 ). In fact, 
4 sin4(i2t/2) . 4 8in 2(ut/2) - 8in 2iH , and the maxima of 
the revivals connected with the low-frequency branch will os 
noticeably greater than those of the high-frequenoy branch. 

The greater the number of levels N, the smaller the mean 
number of photons ^П л(4)^ and their dispersion 
- <?'At(t^£<f-<'>jt(lj>]<the greater the \ £ ( 0 ) , will be 
(figs. 2 and 3). 

The authors would like to thank Tran Quang for helpful 
discussions. 
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